Boarding House Student
Behaviour Contract

Name: ________________________________________________________________

STUDENT BEHAVIOUR CONTRACT
As a member of the boarding community of The Scots School Albury, you are continually preparing yourself for adulthood. Respect is an important part of this growth process, and it is shown by the signs of courtesy we extend to each other.

Acceptable behaviour for our community includes:
* Greeting each other and all members of staff.
* Helping to create an environment where everyone participates and is agreeable when carrying out given tasks.
* Ensuring that visitors are introduced to Staff when they arrive, stating whom they are there to see and are not left unattended.
* Being punctual, and if unavoidably delayed, politely announcing & excusing yourself.
* Assisting anyone having difficulty.
* Cooperate willingly with Staff, and accept correction graciously.
* Leave rooms clean and tidy eg. desk tidy, clothes hung up etc.
* Use appropriate and respectful language and behaviour at all times.
* Respect the feelings of others by avoiding ‘roughness', physical hurting, name-calling and verbal spitefulness or other forms of bullying.
* Vacating the building promptly at 8.00am on school days in correct school uniform.
* Ensuring that cigarettes, alcohol and drugs of any type are not brought into, or consumed, within the School or Boarding areas. Consequences are outlined in School Handbook and Boarding Handbook.
* Respecting the property of others.
* Being conscientious about seeking permission and making arrangements after consultation with boarding staff and parents.
* Respecting and abiding by the Residence rules and behaving in a manner to bring pride to the Residence.
* Taking responsibility for making the most of being away from home, and taking advantage of as many opportunities as possible that are provided by the School and boarding residence.

I have read the above and I agree to abide by the contract.

Signed ________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Parent ________________________________ Date    ________________

• To be completed by entering boarders